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A-COMPREHENSION: ( 7pts ) 
1-Choose the correct answer: (1pt ) 
 Caroll Kendall is a :     a-reporter. 
2- Read the text and say whether the following sentences are true or false: ( 2pts ) 
   a- The young people’s favourite programme on T.V is music.  True 
   b-  Most of them liked reading in their free time.   False 
   c- Cycling is the most common activity.    False 
   d- Boxing is one of the girls’ favourite sport.    False 
3-Answer the following questions according to the passage: ( 3pts ) 
   a- to know what young people in Britain do in their leisure time. 
   b- Yes,for chatting 
   c-  Watching TV. 
4- Teenagers Leisure time (1pt ) 
B- Text Exploration : (8pts ) 
1- Match words with their definitions: ( 2pts ) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2- Divide the following words into roots and suffixes:( 2pt ) 
 

Word Root Suffix 
1-tasteful 
2-grammarian 
3-firmly 
4-hopeless 

Taste 
Grammar 
Firm 
Hope  

Ful 
Ian 
Ly 
Less  

3- Report what the speakers say: (2pts) 
     a-“Why do you want to buy this book now , Milly ?", asked Joan. 
      -Joan asked Milly if/whether she wanted to buy that book then. 
     b- “Don’t take this car”, ordered Ned. 
      -Ned ordered not to take that car. 
     c- “ I spend much of my leisure time surfing on the net”, said Nicholas. 
       -Nicholas said he spent much of his leisure time surfing on the net. 
     d- “Do you read daily newspapers?”, asked the journalist. 
      -The journalist asked if/whether I read daily newspapers. 
 

Word    Definition 
hobby Activity you do for pleasure in your free time  
Survey General view of study of something 
Violent Involving physical force  
Chat Generally informal talk 
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4-Classify the following words according to the pronunciation of their final “ed”: (2pt) 
              - questioned -   asked -     practised -   added.   

          / t /          / d /         / id / 
Asked 
Practised  

Questioned  Added  

 

Part two: Written Expression: ( 5pts ) 

relevance Semantic 

coherence 

Correct use 

of English 

Excellence ( vocabulary and 

creativity) 

Final score 

1 point 1 point 2 points 1 point  points 
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